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Movie: Heer Ranjha 1970
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Song: Do Dil Tute Do Dil Haare
Lyricist: Kaifi Azmi

Do dil tute
Do dil hara
Duniyadalon
Sadake tumhare

Do dil tute
Do dil hara
Pyar tumhara dekha
Pyar tumhara dekha
Dekha tumhara oongh na
Toed to dala dil ko

Do dil tute
Do dil hara

Khele na hain hai dil ka toode na
tadpole tum bhi saath hamare

Dekhenge mukhda apna
Ab se janani
Dil ke bag mein
Barsega kaise savan
Kaise phadenge shurute
Bag mein
Bain karega khub khaure

Do dil tute
Do dil hara

Do dil tute
Do dil hara
Duniyadalon

Mai na rahenge lekin
Gungho ahe meri gaun mein
Ab na kilenge sarsan
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